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Ornamentation--What and When?   A comparison of different versions of   

Båtsman  Däck/Lillpolska 
by Sheila Morris 

 

O K, you've learned a few tunes.  But maybe you've just learned the bare-bones version, and now you'd 

like to dress them up a bit.  How does one go about doing this? 

 One way is to do as Matt suggested in the Fall 2008 issue (Number 43) - - listen to recordings and 

copy what the players are doing.  Or, you can make up your own, which brings us back to the question of what 

sorts of ornamentation to use, and where to put it. 

 I'll use "Polska efter Båtsman Däck" for my example.  It's a tune most harpa players know, and it lends 

itself to a variety of ornaments and variations.  But just in case you don't know it, here's the basic, un-

ornamented version: 

    [Editor note:  Shown below is the simplest form of the tune similar to the one in Nyckel Notes # 22, 

2001] 

 

#1 
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Adding a few double-stops to any tune can really dress it up and make it sound like something more.  Good 

places to put them are at the beginnings and ends of phrases, or on the stressed beat.  In this case, Båtsman 

Däck is a bondpolska, which needs extra stress or 'lift' on Beat 2, so the half-notes (on Beat Two in their re-

spective measures) are a great place for them. 

 

In the A part, I put them on the half-notes in measures 2, 4, 6, and 8--there's time there to really let them ring 

out.  Notice that the note used belongs in the chord appropriate to the half-note, and also that most of them 

are notes played recently, two or three notes before.  If you simply leave a finger down, you get a 'free' dou-

ble-stop.  In Measures 2 and 8, you use the G from the previous measure, in Measure 4, it's the F#.  Measure 

6 uses another 'free' double-stop, the open C string.  And when we worked on this tune with Gert Ohlsson at 

this year's Scandia Camp Mendocino, he put in another double-stop on the first beat of Measure 6....I hadn't 

previously used this one, but it sounds good, so I plan to add it. 

 

The B part has a different 'shape', with the quarter-notes at the beginnings of several measures, so this is a 

great place to emphasize the first note of the phrase.  And since the first note is an E, we can put in a C chord 

(C, E, G), dipping the bow down to pick up the open G and C before actually playing the E up top.  This is 

technically an 'inverted' C chord, since the notes are in a different order, but they're the same notes, so it's still 

considered a C chord.  Play the notes one after the other, on one bow-stroke.  Don't play them too slowly, or 

you'll lose the beat--they ALL need to come on Beat 1!   

 

[Editors note:  Notice that the second beats of measures  1, 3, 5, 7, 11, & 15  have  16th-dotted 8th note 

rhythms,  reversed from the simplest version.  Also that a triplet is added in measure 12, and 16th 

notes are added in measures 10 & 14] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Those half-notes are also nice cues that you can add more ornaments--there's plenty of time to play around a 

little.  One common thing to do is cut the half-note a bit short (indicated here as a double-dotted quarter-note) 

and stick in a sort of pickup note leading into the next measure.  This works well in Measure 2--you simply 

repeat the same note and slur it into the next measure.  You can think of it as starting your down-bow a tiny 

bit early, and there are now three notes slurred on that one bow-stroke.  Or, if you don't want to slur all the 

notes together, you can make the pickup a second up-bow, as I've shown in Measure 6.  

#2 
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I don't mean to suggest that you should ALWAYS slur Measure 2 and ALWAYS separate in Measure 6--it's 

two different styles of adding a pickup.  Use whichever you prefer, or use one one time through the A part and 

the other the  second time through.  Or don't use any! 

 The B part often acquires a few trills and rolls--look at Measures 10 and 14.  Instead of the usual dot-

ted-eighth/sixteenth pattern, you can "fill in" the figure with two more sixteenths, for a 'roll'.  Play the first 

note, then one note higher (one note higher in the scale--this may not be the next key higher!), then the first 

note again.  This is an extremely common figure, and once you've gotten used to it, you may find yourself 

adding it in all sorts of places.  It's like a trill, but a bit slower and more stretched out. 

 In Measure 11 (and 15), we have an actual trill.  Like the roll, you play the note above and return to 

the main note, but this one isn't stretched out.  Do it as fast as you can, just a twitch of the finger.  In Uppland, 

where this tune comes from, that's about all you get for a trill.  Some other regions use longer trills, where you 

try to cram in as many 'finger-twitches' as you can fit into the note's duration, but that's not typical for bond-

polska.  Many people actually play this trill on the note before the one I've indicated, where there's more time 

to do it, but I like it here, as a lead-in to the following note. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These are all typical ornaments for this tune, and most other players you meet 

will use some of them, if not all.  Many players will also use the variations 

made popular by Ceylon Wallin, who often shortened the half-notes even 

more, so as to fit in two pickups instead of one, and who also liked to 'invert' 

the bowing, as I have indicated in Measures 3 and 5.  He plays a down-bow on 

Beat One, as usual, but starts his up-bow early and slurs from Beat One into 

Beat Two, then from Beat Two into Beat Three on a down-bow, leaving the 

second half of Beat Three for an up-bow.  This gives a rather different feel to 

the tune, so if playing for dancers I use this sparingly, but it's fun to play 

around with.  And it can be a great way to turn a bondpolska from Viksta into a 

bondpolska from Överhärde!  The difference in the bowing coincides neatly 

with the difference in the dances. 
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Any of these decorations can be used in other tunes, of course.  Look for places where there's a long note, or a 

note that could use more emphasis.  At first, you'll probably have to think long and hard about what ornament 

to put where, and practice playing them, but eventually, your fingers kind of learn what works, and you'll find 

them putting in trills and double-stops all on their own. 

 

And for one last version of this tune--I learned this one from Gert Ohlsson at Scandia Camp Mendocino last 

summer (2008).  We had one class session where ALL the harpa players came, regardless of level, and we 

worked on this tune.  Gert's version had enough variations that even the more experienced players learned 

something, and the newer players got some great tips on how to dress up a tune.  Gert used to play with Cey-

lon, so it's similar to that, but not quite the same. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[Editors note:  For a very different version, yet recognizable as Båtsmans Däck, see page 20.  This is the 

version that  Ola Hertzberg plays on his CD:  “Hulling”.  It is similar but not identical to the version 

that Eric Sahlström played after his father Anders Sahlström.  Ola uses many more ornamentations 

than Eric used for this particular piece.] 
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JAN LINGS NYCKELHARPAN 

English pages translated by Patrick Hort  

Originally published by  P.A. Norstedt & Söner, 

Stockholm, 1967 

 

F oreword:  The English version of the text, to-

gether with the illustrations and their captions, is 

intended to convey the primary content of the Swed-

ish version.  Those passages which I consider deal 

with somewhat provincial matters have been summa-

rized very briefly, as have the detailed descriptions in 

the Swedish text of pictorial sources (Chapter 2), in-

strument making (Chapter 4) and morphology 

(Chapter 5), though here a good deal of information 

can be had from the illustrations.  The contents of 

Chapters 6 - 10 are given at greater length, since the 

problems they deal with are of more general rele-

vance to research into musical instruments.  Chapter 

10, finally, has been translated practically in extenso 

with the exception of the footnotes and a few minor 

passages.  It may be regarded as a sort of summary, 

in that the conclusions formed in previous chapters 

are presented together with written evidence concern-

ing the history of the keyed fiddle. 

 The figures in square brackets in the English 

text refer to the illustrations in the Swedish text; an 

index to these will be found on p. 8  Reference is also 

made to various Bilagor  (i.e. Appendices ) in Swed-

ish, and to written sources; the latter are listed in 

chronological order on p. 203. 

 

I ntroduction:  The keyed fiddle is a folk instru-

ment which is nowadays played exclusively in 

Sweden, where an unbroken tradition can be traced 

back at least as far as the 18th century.  [Ed:  Now, in 

2009 the nyckelharpa can be found worldwide]. 
 It is depicted in Swedish and Danish church 

art from the late Middle Ages and there is also evi-

dence that it existed in Germany during the 16th and 

17th centuries. 

 The primary aim of the present work is to pre-

sent a critical study of the source material concerning 

the keyed fiddle, which has not previously been the 

subject of a comprehensive investigation.  In addi-

tion, certain central questions are dealt with, such as 

the function and use of the keyed fiddle at different 

times, its sound properties,  the relationships between 

instruments from different eras, the origin of the in-

strument and so on. 

 The arrangement of the study in some ways 

reflects the tradition concerning the keyed fiddle at 

the time when the data was collected.   In addition to 

an old, almost extinct tradition of manufacture and 

performance on 18th and 19th century instruments --

the contra-drone and silver-drone keyed fiddles re-

spectively--there is thus an expansive development of 

the „chromatic keyed fiddle‟ which was invented in 

1925.  A detailed investigation has been made of the 

older tradition and transition between this and the 

newer one.  An account is also given of the new type 

of instrument, i.e. the chromatic keyed fiddle, but the 

development of this will probably be more compre-

hensible in a decade or so, when it will be easier to 

assess the effects of its current vogue, which is only 

partly dealt with here. 

 Out of the wealth of information which has 

been collected, the study deals for the most part with 

data concerning the keyed fiddle itself, so that for 

instance the extensive biographies of players and in-

strument makers have been drawn on simply in order 

to outline the environment in which the keyed fiddle 

is found. 

 The instrument is presented in Chapter 1, 

which the source material is reviewed in Chapter 2.  

Chapter 3 deals with the terms for the keyed fiddle 

and Chapter 4 contains a description of the raw mate-

rials and the techniques used in building the instru-

ment.  Chapter 5 is concerned with the keyed fiddle‟s 

morphology, i.e. the design of the instrument‟s body 

and individual parts, details of construction and orna-

mentation.  Investigations into the instrument‟s tonal 

resources are presented in Chapter 6, playing tech-

niques in Chapter 7 and the acoustic properties of 

certain instruments in Chapter 8.  The repertoire of 

the keyed fiddle is discussed in Chapter 9.  Finally, in 

Chapter 10, there is an attempt to relate the history of 

the keyed fiddle from the Middle Ages to the present 

day.   In this account, use is made of the conclusions 

from the previous chapters in order to present as 

complete a picture as the available material presents. 

figure 1: Keyed fiddle (Kontrabassharpa) p.15 
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Jan Lings Nyckelharpan continued: 

 

C hapter 1:  The Instrument.  The type of in-

strument known as the keyed fiddle may be de-

fined as follows: a composite chordophone  which is 

played with a bow, the strings being stopped by 

means of a special type of key mechanism; the instru-

ment is held horizontally in a manner which closely 

resembles the conventional manner of holding 

plucked lutes and guitars. 

 Fig [1] shows the keyed fiddle in diagram 

form in keeping with Sachs‟ anthropomorphic ap-

proach  (Sachs 1920, pp. 155f.).  The peg board is 

regarded as the head of the instrument and the tail 

piece as the foot.  The heads of the keys thus lie on 

the left hand side of the instrument, while the belly 

forms its front and the back its reverse side.  Many of 

the instrument‟s parts have dialect names which are 

generally accepted by craftsmen and players;  the 

Swedish terms and a translation of these are given in 

the caption to Fig. [1]. 

 A distinction can be made between the early 

type of keyed fiddle without resonance strings, which 

is already depicted in late mediaeval paintings, and 

the type with resonance strings, which first appears in 

the records from the 18th century.  A question of pri-

mary importance is whether there is a genetic rela-

tionship or not between these two main groups. 

 Keyed fiddles with resonance strings are still 

being made and played, although numerous modifica-

tions have been introduced since the 18th century.  

These changes have been largely concerned with the 

playing mechanism, which has given rise to several 

subdivisions of the instruments in this group. 

 The following account, together with the il-

lustrations, will serve to introduce the types of keyed 

fiddle which are dealt with in this study.  The types 

of instruments have been indexed as follows:  1.  

Keyed fiddle without resonance strings;  2, Simple 

keyed fiddle;  3, Contra-drone keyed fiddle;  4, Silver

-drone keyed fiddle;  5, Contra-drone double-keyed 

fiddle; and 6, Chromatic keyed fiddle  (cf. Bilaga 1). 

 Keyed fiddles without resonance strings form 

a morphologically heterogeneous group.  The body 

may be shaped like that of a guitar or a lute, while 

there are also instruments which resemble those fitted 

with resonance strings.  A feature common to them 

all is the inclusion of drone and mixture strings in 

addition to a melody string (see [2]--[7].  Nothing is 

known about the tuning of the strings. 

 

figure 1: Keyed fiddle (Kontrabassharpa) p.15 

1.  Key 

2.  Keybox 

3.  Tangent 

5.  Locking batten 

6.  Key-box nut 

7.  Key-box lid 

8.  Body (not shown) 

9.  Back (not shown) 

10. Rib (not shown) 

12.  Pegboard 

13. Hookbar (under 

end of tailpiece) 

15.  Sound hole 

16.  Sound hole on  

       upper bout 

17.  Tuning peg 

18.  Tailpiece 

19.  Head of tailpiece 

20.  Melody strings 

21.  Drone string 

22.  Resonance strings 

23.  Sound post 

24.  Bridge 
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 Keyed fiddles with resonance strings com-

prise several types. 

 The simple keyed fiddle (see [8] - [10]) has 

one, occasionally two melody strings, the second 

(mixture string) serving to reinforce the first.  In ad-

dition, there are one or two drone strings as well as 6-

13 resonance strings. 

       The contra-drone keyed fiddle (kontrabasharpa) 

(see [11]-[13]) has one or two drone strings placed in 

between two melody strings, the latter being tuned to 

a¹ and d¹.  The first drone string was originally tuned 

to a and subsequently to g;  the second, which was 

added during the 19th century, is tuned to c.  Here, 

too, there may be anything from 6 to 13 resonance 

strings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      The silver-drone keyed fiddle (silverbasharpa)

has two melody strings placed side by side and two 

bass strings to the right of these  (see [14 - [18]).  

There are two rows of keys, of which the upper one 

generally stops the first melody string and the lower 

one the second;  there are, however, special modifica-

tions which make a much-used key readily accessible 

to the performer  (see [114]).  The first melody string 

is tuned to a¹, the second to c¹, the first bass string to 

g and the second to c.  There are usually 9 or 10 reso-

nance strings. 

 The contra-drone double-keyed fiddle 

(kontrabasharpa med dubbellek) (see [19] - [21]) 

has a combination of the playing mechanisms of the 

contra-drone and the silver-drone instruments.  There 

Keyed fiddles without resonance strings  

[2]  Nyckelharpan från Mora         [3]  Nyckelharpan från Esse, Finland    [4] Nyckelharpan från Vefsen, 

 (page 16)    (p. 17)                (p. 18)  Søndre Helgeland, Norge. 
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thus the arrangement of two adjacent melody strings 

tuned to a¹ and c¹ and with the combination of keys 

described above under the silver-drone type;  next to 

these there are two drone strings tuned to g and c;  

finally, there is a third melody string tuned to d¹.  The 

c¹ string is only used for double stopping. 

 The chromatic-keyed fiddle (kromatisk ny-

ckelharpa)  (see [22] - [25]) has the same tuning as 

the silver-drone fiddle from which it has been devel-

oped.  There is, however, an additional row of keys 

for stopping the third string, tuned to g, which corre-

sponds to the first drone of the silver-drone instru-

ment.  The number of resonance strings varies be-

tween 10 and 19. 

[Ed:  I have not included pictures of chromatic ny-

ckelharpas in this article because most of the readers 

have their own at home for comparison.] 

 

Keyed fiddles with resonance strings  

[8]  Enkelharpa from         [11] Kontrabasharpa from 

1700-1800s.                           late 1700s or early 1800s. 

Keyed fiddles with resonance strings  

[8]  Silverbasharpa from         [11] Kontrabasharpa  

later half of the 1800s.                     med  dubbellek:     

                   probably late 1800s. 
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in the support which may be obtained for dates based 

on evidence from sources of quite another kind. 

 Among the instruments with resonance 

strings there are three simple keyed fiddles, of which 

two once belonged to players who flourished in the 

late 18th and early 19th centuries;  the third and a 

bow are inscribed 1777 and 1778 respectively.  The 

oldest extant contra-drone keyed fiddle can be dated 

from similar criteria to the middle of the 18th cen-

tury.  This type of instrument has remained in use up 

to the present day.  To judge from information about 

owner-players and the dates inscribed on instruments, 

the silver -drone keyed fiddle flourished during the 

second half of the 19th century and the first half of 

the 20th century;  it is still being used.  The first chro-

matic keyed fiddle was built in 1925 and the majority 

of the instruments now in use were made after 1945.   

 A particular type of keyed fiddle may remain 

in use for a considerable period, side by side with 

older as well as more recent types.  A distinction 

should if possible be made between a „period of ac-

ceptance‟, and „actual period of use‟ and  „a period as 

a relict‟.  At the same time, it must be remembered 

that an instrument may have been converted from an 

older to a newer type.  This can usually be deter-

mined by studying the details of its construction or its 

morphology  (cf . Chapter 5). 

 Modern source material.    This study of the 

keyed fiddle has greatly benefitted from the answers 

to a questionnaire about this instrument which Pro-

fessor Otto Andersson, Turku, Finland, had distrib-

uted, chiefly to active instrument-makers and players, 

in conjunction with the Nordic Museum‟s ethnologi-

cal investigation in 1949.  One should nevertheless 

distinguish carefully between these informants‟ own 

experience and what they relate as hearsay.  A critical 

study of the information provided by these question-

naires showed that the hearsay would have to be care-

fully checked before being used as research data. 

 Field studies were carried on in 1961-65 in 

order to cover the various phases in the complicated 

process of building a keyed fiddle, as well as to re-

cord playing techniques and establish the tradition of 

today.  I paid several visits to the instrument makers 

and players over a considerable period of time in or-

der to check up and clarify their information.  Only a 

small proportion of all this data is reported in the pre-

sent study, but the entire material has been deposited 

C hapter 2   Sources and source criticism.  Apart 

from the instruments which are still extant, the 

sources for this study of the keyed fiddle comprise re-

productions of the instruments, written evidence, melo-

dies recorded by ear as well as films and tape re-

cordings.  A critical assessment of each of these 

sources is made in the relevant chapters of this book, 

while certain problems requiring a comprehensive dis-

cussion are dealt with below. 

 Extant instruments.  While the material for 

this study was being collected, each keyed fiddle dis-

covered and examined was also classified according to 

its type.  Examples of all the types presented in Chap-

ter 1 had been found by the time the first fifty instru-

ments had been discovered and no further types were 

encountered among the one hundred and fifty keyed 

fiddles examined thereafter.  Since it was therefore 

most unlikely that any further types would be discov-

ered, the search for instruments was concluded at this 

point. 

 Dating and provenance.  Only in exceptional 

cases is anything known about the age and provenance 

of the keyed fiddle which are extant.  It is only during 

the past twenty years that the makers of keyed fiddles 

have started signing their instruments.  Several ap-

proaches, from archival research to radioactive dating 

by the C14 method, have been adopted in order to date 

the instruments as accurately as possible with the fol-

lowing results. 

 Of the keyed fiddles without resonance strings, 

the one from Mora [2] is inscribed with the year 1526 

[26].  The calligraphy is paralleled in several contem-

porary written sources, in which the similarity to the 2 

and the 5 is particularly striking.  A C14 analysis of 

wood from the neck of the instrument indicated with 

68 percent probability that this keyed fiddle was made 

from a tree which had been felled in about 1495 (± 70 

years, cf. Bilaga 9).  Another instrument, N.M. 147300 

[30], can be traced back, albeit on somewhat uncertain 

evidence, to a performance in 1686.  Here too, the date 

is supported by the C14 analysis.  Reproductions from 

ca. 1560 [43] and from 1620 [47] exist of instruments 

with exactly the same design as these two.  A third 

keyed fiddle without resonance strings, the Vefsen in-

strument [4], has the same ornamentation as certain 

wooden objects from the end of the 17th century, and 

the C14 analysis suggests that the instrument is proba-

bly from this period.   

 Dating by the C14 method is not in itself a suf-

ficient indication of an instrument‟s age;  its value lies 
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murals with a keyed fiddle motif. 

 (c)  Most of the keyed fiddle motifs do not 

seem to have suffered much damage during the work 

of restoration.  In one church, however, all the murals 

have been restored and there is only a 19th century 

drawing from which to assess their original state. 

[37]. 

 (d)  The stone relief of the Källunge porch 

murals have been dated to about 1350.  The Swedish 

murals have been dated to the latter half of the 15th 

century or the first two decades of the 16th century.  

Of those from Denmark, the Helsingör painting is 

believed to be from the early 16th century, while the 

Rynkeby paintings are almost certainly from about 

1650. 

 (e)  The keyed fiddle occurs together with the 

lute in two murals depicting the „Mercy seat‟ and one 

of the „Coronation of the Virgin Mary‟, which belong 

to the same cycle of legends.  The three keyed fiddles 

differ considerably in matters of detail and do not 

represent interrelated copies of a single original.  

Three hypotheses can be put forward concerning this 

repetition of the keyed fiddle together with a lute.  (1)  

The same original served as a basis for all three 

paintings.  (2)  The Emmislöv painting, which is 

thought to be the oldest, inspired one of the artists 

who produced the two murals from Central Sweden 

and the latter may in turn have inspired the other art-

ist.  (3)  The combination of a keyed fiddle and a lute 

represents a customary ensemble in mediaeval musi-

cal practice.  A review of the instruments which sur-

round such legends depicted in mediaeval murals in 

Swedish churches revealed no less than six instances 

of a string instrument of the fiddle type being por-

trayed together with a plucked instrument of the lute 

type.  It seems probable therefore that the artists 

worked from an original with a fiddle and a lute, the 

motif being interpreted individually by the different 

artists, each of whom selected the instrument with 

which he was best acquainted.  The choice of a keyed 

fiddle instead of the fiddle may indicate that the for-

mer was a familiar instrument in the district in which 

the artist was working.  At all events, there are con-

vincing details of playing technique and instrument 

morphology which indicate that the artist had been in 

close contact with the instrument. 

 In certain churches  (Alnö [31], Häverö [33], 

Tolfta [38], [39] and Älvkarleby [40] a keyed fiddle 

player is depicted among other angels making music 

at the Museum of Musical History in Stockholm, 

where it is available for research. 

 Reproductions of instruments.   The repro-

ductions of keyed fiddles form a very heterogeneous 

material, ranging from mediaeval murals to photo-

graphs from the late 19th century and films made in 

the present century.  This material cannot be accepted 

automatically at its face value; as will be seen, even 

the photographs can be misleading. 

 The keyed fiddle in Nordic church art.  In 

an assessment of the keyed fiddle motif in the mediae-

val church art, source criticism must take e.g. the fol-

lowing questions into consideration:  (a)  Is the string 

instrument depicted with a key mechanism which jus-

tifies its classification as a keyed fiddle?  (b)  What is 

known about the artist and his manner of painting?  

(c)  Have the murals ever been whitewashed?  If so, is 

there reason to suspect that they underwent alterations 

in conjunction with the work of restoration?  (d)  To 

what period does the motif belong?  (e)  Are there any 

indications of a model or draft?  Are there any details 

in the portrayal of the musician‟s technique which 

suggest that the artist was familiar with the mode of 

playing the instrument? 

 A detailed analysis was made of the individual 

reproductions, with the following results. 

 (a)  It is not certain that the instruments in 

some of the reproductions are fitted with a key 

mechanism, i.e. that they are in fact keyed fiddles.  

the iconographic evidence is doubtful in this respect 

concerning the instruments in the stone relief of the 

Källunge porch [34], in the paintings from Helsingör 

[42], Jomala, Vinderslev [45] and Österlövsta [41].  

Taking these in descending order of probability, the 

analysis showed that the mural in Jomala church is 

too damaged to permit an identification of the instru-

ment as a keyed fiddle.  the design of the Vinderslev 

instrument is so peculiar, with „knobs‟ on both sides 

of the neck, that one cannot be certain what the artist 

really intended.  In the case of the murals in Helsingör 

and Österlövsta and the stone relief at Källunge, how-

ever, the outline of the neckpiece must surely be inter-

preted as a key mechanism. 

 (b)  Who were the artists?  Several of them 

have been identified by art historians and attempts 

have been made to demonstrate their connection with 

„schools of painting‟ on the basis of certain ornaments 

and other stylistic criteria.  It has been found that con-

nections exist between some of the Swedish church 
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A number of drawings and paintings depicting the 

keyed fiddle are to be found in 18th and 19th century 

Swedish art [48]-[51].  Most of these appear to be 

realistic portrayals.  In a couple of cases, however, 

the environment is probably not authentic since the 

artist, Pehr Hilleström (1732-1816), is believed to 

have composed them in the studio, probably without 

aiming at a realistic scene. 

 The photographs include, in addition to pic-

tures of players known to have been active, studio 

pictures showing two keyed fiddle players photo-

graphed with one and the same instrument.  Since 

one of the players has a peculiar way of holding the 

instrument and fingering the keys, one suspects that 

he borrowed the other‟s keyed fiddle.  Such a photo-

graph is liable to be worthless for a study of playing 

techniques. 

 Films were taken of people making and play-

ing keyed fiddles at the time when the data for the 

present study were being collected.  The purpose was 

to obtain authentic documentation of real-life situa-

tions.  As far as the building of keyed fiddles was 

concerned, however, the instrument makers had to 

use different pieces in different stages of production 

in order to enable as many aspects of the technique as 

possible to be filmed within a reasonably short time.  

[Ed.:  Chapter 2 will continue in issue #46] 

 

on a separate vault.  In all these churches there is an-

other vault with angels holding instruments of torture.  

Angelic hosts with such attributes are considered to 

be a common motif in Swedish church art towards the 

end of the Middle Ages.  The various vault paintings 

display several similarities in the choice of instru-

ments but cannot be related copies of a single origi-

nal.  In this case, too, the artists probably worked 

from originals which they varied freely, resorting to 

instruments and details that were well known. 

 From this it can be concluded that the instru-

ments depicted in mediaeval church paintings provide 

a relatively satisfactory source material, even though 

a number of reservations must be made.  As a rule, 

one cannot rely on details of playing technique or in-

strument morphology unless these are supported by 

material which is independent of these portrayals, i.e. 

a playing technique observed in practice and demon-

strably conditioned by the form and manner of hold-

ing the instrument and supported by extant instru-

ments which can be dated to approximately the same 

time as the paintings. 

 There is a drawing of a Schlüsselfidel in Mar-

tin Agricola‟s work Musica instrumentalis, (Deudsch 

1528, facimile reproduction p. 51) [46].  Like many of 

Agricola‟s reproductions, the picture is probably re-

versed.  While a study of its details is of limited value, 

it appears to have been inspired by the reproductions 

of „Grosse Geigen’ in Virdung‟s Musican getutscht 

(1511).  The resemblance to these contemporary 

string instruments without a key mechanism suggests 

that the keyed fiddle was not regarded as a special 

type of instrument but rather as a fiddle fitted with a 

key mechanism. 

 

 The drawing of a 

Schlüssel Fiddel by Praeto-

rius is considerably more 

interesting [47].  Apart 

from the actual keys, 

which are not clear enough 

to be counted, the picture 

appears to be a reproduc-

tion of a particular instru-

ment.  Thus the artist has 

faithfully depicted a bro-

ken string. 

[40] p.49 

Angel with 

nyckelharpa, 

Älkarleby 

Church, 

 Uppland, 

The murals 

dated to 

1489. 
Plate [47] p. 55 .  From Praetorius, 1620  Plate  

XXIV 
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2009 Nyckelharpa Stämma 
Sonja Pearson-White - March 2009 

 

 

T he weekend of January 24 we had a wonderful 

nyckelharpa staemma with Peter “Puma” Hed-

lund in Richboro, PA. 14 participants came together at 

10 AM Saturday morning with nyckelharpas and we 

were off and running.  

 We had the full range of skill levels from a new 

beginner who had had a nyckelharpa for one week, 

through folks with 5+ or more years experience, and 

two fiddlers, experienced. We started by going around 

and saying names, describing our nyckelharpa back-

ground story, and what we hoped to get out of the 

workshop. It was a lot of fun getting to know this di-

verse group of folks with our very special shared inter-

est.  

 Peter thought we were not giving him enough 

feedback on what we wanted our workshop to be like, 

out of all the many possibilities he could present, so he 

cajoled us until we came up with suggestions. We chose 

an emphasis on technique and a few new tunes.  

 Peter talked extensively about practicing and 

even though we all knew it would make us better play-

ers, that message really hit home. Peter himself works 

diligently, usually practicing 3 hours a day, and it was 

inspiring. He talked about:  

1.  Playing scales many different ways, including  

various bowings and increasing speed.  

2.  Playing each note preceded by a single key-stroke 

ornament, or two-strokes, and demonstrated each.   

3.  How to make an exercise out of the hard part of a 

new tune, and use the things that are difficult as a way 

to move one’s playing forward to the next level. 

4.  Eric Sahlström, who he actually, personally knew. I 

now have a much better understanding of what he was 

like and what he did for the nyckelharpa, his place in 

history.  I had known the basic facts about Eric, but 

through Peter’s talking and playing, during the con-

cert as well as the workshop, I gained a new apprecia-

tion for what he might have been like. According to 

Peter, Eric Sahlström was the best nyckelharpa player 

ever, better than anyone playing today. After I heard 

Peter’s concert, I felt I had more insight into what 

great nyckelharpa playing really is, and how Peter car-

ries on that tradition from Eric Sahlström. 

I recently read the book Outliers by Malcolm Gladwell, 

which talks about how people who are really out-

standing at something have generally spent at least 

10,000 hours practicing, whether it is computer 

programming or musical instrument playing. Peter 

really exemplifies this. He has spent many more than  

10,000 hours playing the nyckelharpa and it really 

shows. 

 I was also impressed by the precision of his key 

strokes. He talks about finding fingerings that have 

greater economy, placing multiple fingers down at 

once to minimize the little wooden click sound you get 

with each finger placement. That little wooden click is 

very quiet and may not seem like much sound. In fact 

it is unique to the nyckelharpa. But minimizing the 

amount of that little click sound, and paying attention 

to such details makes Peter’s playing sound beautifully 

clean. Once Peter finds such an economical fingering, 

he practices it slowly and increases the speed over 

many repetitions until it becomes a habit. That amount 

of precision and economy are really evident in his con-

cert playing. It also gives him a freedom of expression 

based on that wonderful base of technique. And I think 

he is channeling that from the great Eric Sahlström. 

 

We learned some great new tunes, too. 

They were: 

Dahlgången, Kyrklåt, & Vallåt från Ärentuna  
 
Peter was very patient about recording tunes slowly as 

well as up to speed, and offered to play additional re-

quest tunes for recording. 

   

[Ed:  Transcriptions on page 13] 
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2009 NYCKELHARPA STÄMMA - JANUARY 2009  

PETER “PUMA” HEDLUND 

RICHBORO, PENNSYLVANIA 
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TIL MINNE:  STURE SAHLSTRÖM   1923-2009 

 

For more photos of Sture see:          http://nyckelharpansforum.net/spelman/sahlstrom.htm 

Sture på sin  

85-årsdag. 

 Fotos: 

 Esbjörn  

Hogmark 
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O ne of the great fiddlers of Uppland folk-music 

is dead. Sture Sahlström passed away on Satur-

day, May 2nd after an illness. He was 86 years old. 

 

  Sture was one of our absolutely foremost 

tradtion-bearers. On his nyckelharpa, he played 

nearly all the old Uppland tunes and many tunes from 

other parts of the country. He was always interested 

in learning new tunes, right up to the end. 

 Sture often ended up in the background when 

he played together with his virtuoso brother Eric. But 

while Eric often took new paths, Sture chose instead 

to retain his old rhythmic way of playing, which he 

spiced with his own low-key finesses. Sture's musical 

qualities were extremely obvious for all of us who 

had the honor to play with him for short or long  

periods. 

  Sture built very fine nyckelharpas and always 

played one of his own harpas. He composed several 

tunes, which he usually modestly preferred not to 

take credit for. His perhaps most-played tune,  

Hopkoket", indicated that he could be a hodgepodge 

of old tunes. It wasn't uncommon for tunes to pop 

into Sture's head which nobody had played for many 

years. In the 90's, a waltz returned which he remem-

bered had been played by some guys in Tobo long 

ago. The waltz is now called "Gubbarna i Tobo". 

  With Sture died the last of the third genera-

tion of Sahlström spelmän.  Sture's father, Anders 

Sahlström, was a fiddler and his father's father,  Lars 

Sahlström, played nyckelharpa. Like his brothers 

Kalle and Eric, Sture was a low-key person with 

much humor and great generosity. He performed 

throughout the years in many different connections, 

from the 1970's in the family group Sahlströmarna, 

Tierps spelmanslag, Vendels spelmanslag and Troll-

rike spelmän. Every year, Sture was a guest-spelman 

at the Eric Sahlström Institute's courses. One of the 

students described his meeting with Sture in the same 

way all of us spelmän experienced him: "It feels good 

to play with Sture. In some way, he becomes the one 

everyone tries to imitate, but in a totally natural 

way." 

  Sture became Riksspelman in 1953 and at-

tained much recognition. Among the foremost can be 

mentioned the Zornmark in gold in 1997, with the 

explanation "for masterful and traditional playing of 

tunes from Uppland", as well as the Upplands  

spelmansförbunds Medlemsmärke (Member's Mark)  

in gold in 1983 and the Viksta-Lasse stipendium in 

2007. 

 Sture lived his entire life in Trollrike in 

Vendel. Many are we who got to go there and play 

with him and take part of his enormous treasury of 

tunes. Sture was a constant participant in our Up-

pland spelmansstämmor. In later years, one most of-

ten found him in a group of spelmän, sitting on his 

three-legged stool, giving a clear, solid rhythm with 

his bow-hand, without himself having taken the role 

of leader.  Thanks, Sture, for leading us right! 

 

                            Sonia Sahlström and Håkan Larsson 

 

 From: nyckelharpa@yahoogroups.com 

 

translation by Sheila Morris. 
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 SWEDISH FOLK MUSIC 

TREASURES:  

STURE SAHLSTRÖM 
Review by David Elliker-Vågsberg 

 

R ita Leydon in this edition of her series of vid-

eos called Swedish Folk Music Treasures, has 

preserved much of the spirit of the music of Sture 

Sahlström.  The two DVDs in the set capture Sture 

and Sonia Sahlström (Eric Sahlström‟s daughter) 

playing the following tunes in his house along with 

comments (in Swedish) between Sture and Sonia: 

 

Låtar Disc One: 

1.   Polska efter Lump Janne, trad. 

2.  Masbokraspen, vals efter Anders Sahlström, trad. 

3.  Maja, polska efter Anders Sahlström, trad. 

4.  Masbopolkett #1, efter Anders Sahlström, trad. 

5.  Polska från Frebro, trad., 

6.  Mungalåtan,  variant efter Anders Sahlström, trad. 

7.  Polska efter Karl Styfberg, trad. 

8.  Polska ... (“Stråkfallet”) efter Karl Styfberg, trad. 

9.  Vals - (“Kärleksvalsen”), efter Anders Sahlström 

10,  Vals .(“Julaftonsvalsen”), efter Anders Sahlström 

11.  Hellstedts brudmarsch, efter Per Hellstedt, trad. 

12.  Polska ...(“Urpolskan”), efter Anders Sahlström 

13.  Skubbergar‟n, polska, trad. 

14.  Andakten,  av Eric Sahlström 

15.  Trollrikepolska av Eric Sahlström 

16.  Masbopolkett #2, efter Anders Sahlström, trad. 

17.  Senpolska, efter Lars Sahlström, trad. 

18.  Namnlösen, av Eric Sahlström 

19.  De Geers polska, trad. 

20.  Masbovalsen,  efter Anders Sahlström, trad. 

Låtar Disc Two 

21.  “Venngrens vals”, efter Per Anders Erik, trad. 

22.  Polska efter Per Anders Erik, trad. 

23.  “Hopkoket” av Sture Sahlström. 

24.  “Olov Hellstedts gamla brudmarsch”, trad. 

25.  Polska efter August Bohlin, trad. 

26.  Vals från Tobo ... (“Gubbarna i Tobo”), trad. 

27.  Polska efter Anders Sahlström, trad 

28. (“Gamla Disa valsen”) efter Anders Sahlström. 

29.  Polska efter Byss-Calle, trad. 

30.  Polska efter Smultrongärds Ida, trad. 

31.  “Skojarpolskan” efter Smultrongärds Ida, trad. 

32.  “Glöggmarschen” efter Gösta Hellström, trad. 

33.  Polska  (“Tandpetar‟n”) efter Anders Sahlström. 

34.  Schottis efter Karl Styfberg, trad. 

35.  Vals efter Anders Sahlström, trad. 

36,  “Stor-Stinas polska”, efter Lars Sahlström, trad. 

37. Polska(“Båtsman Däck”), efter Anders Sahlström 

38.  Spelmansglädje av Eric Sahlström 

39.  Göksbypolska av Eric Sahlström 

40.  Stormyren av Eric Sahlström 

41.  Polska efter Alfred Andersson, trad. 

42.  Brännvinsmarschen efter Gås Anders, trad. 

 (Note:  All the tune names in parenthesis represent 

Sture and Sonia‟s special names for the tunes.  They 

may be known by other names by other musicians.) 

 

 

This video is a real treasure that all nyckelharpa play-

ers who love the music of the Sahlström family 

should have in their homes.  Earlier in this newsletter 

there were a number of different editions of the Pol-

ska...Båtsman Däck.  On the second DVD, tune num-

ber 37, is a typical Sahlström version of the same 

tune. 

 Like all the videos in Rita Leydon‟s series, 

this one does not have any subtitles and the spoken 

dialogue is in Swedish. For those folks, like myself, 

who need a lot of help with translation of spoken 

Swedish there is a complete written translation of all 

the dialogue from Swedish into English on the first 

DVD in pdf format.  In addition, there is an in depth 

story about Sture and his family, also in pdf format. 

 

 The video frequently shows close-up views of 

the playing and most of the time a musician can also 

get the bowing as well as the fingering by watching 

over and over.  That is the joy, isn‟t it, of having your 

own copy of a DVD? (two DVDs in this case!!!)  

You can watch over and over.  It‟s like having your 

teacher handy whenever you have time to work on a 

tune. 

 

 I especially enjoyed the way that Sture and 

Sonja went through their play list.  While it was not a 

random list, it also allowed Sture to diverge into re-

lated tunes which reminded him of others, which re-

minded him of even other ones.  One of Sture‟s 

strengths was his ability, even in his eighties, to re-

member tunes that others had long forgotten.  One of 

the joys of folk music is the freedom to learn and 

teach others these types of tunes without worrying 

about the problems of  “ownership” or copyright in-

fringement issues. 
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 STURE SAHLSTRÖM 
av Erika Lindgren 

 

D en första musik jag minns och har en relation 

till är låtarna efter Sture Sahlström. Det var 

den som Trollrike spelmän, då Vendels spelmanslag, 

spelade och som jag växte upp med. Min pappa var 

med i gruppen sedan starten i mitten av 70-talet och 

Sture Sahlström var den oskrivne spelledaren, den 

som kom med låtarna. Dessa hade han efter sin 

pappa, farfar och andra, främst uppländska, spelmän. 

En del låtar hade han gjort själv.  

 De kvällar som spelmanslaget träffades 

hemma hos oss upplevde jag som liten som väldigt 

mysiga! Det var underbart att somna till tonerna av 

de stadiga, uppländska polskorna och valserna och 

stämningen var alltid hög. När jag själv började spela 

fiol i nioårsåldern brukade jag få vara med på ett par 

låtar, några enkla som jag kunde. Till slut, från och 

med högstadiet någon gång, var jag själv medlem i 

gruppen. Att få spela med Sture var speciellt. Hans 

spelstil med den stadiga, lugna rytmiken som ändå 

bjöd på ett sådant sug var härligt att få hänga med i.  

Och Sture var alltid så snäll. Han uppmuntrade, var 

alltid glad och positiv och bjöd med alla i spelet. 

Spelövningarna hemma hos Sture minns jag som lite 

extra speciella.  

 På hans fantastiskt fina lilla gård Trollrike 

bjöds det alltid på jättegott fika, nybakat från 

hembageriet och trevlighetsfaktorn var hög! 

 Vi gjorde en del resor med Trollrike spelmän, 

bland annat till Chicago 1995. Där hann vi med en 

massa kul förutom våra spelningar, bland annat gick 

vi på både blues- och jazzklubb. Sture var alltid 

positiv, nyfiken och orkade hålla igång, vad det än 

gällde. När jag själv som trött tonåring (eller vuxen 

för den delen..) satt på stolen och smågäspade under 

något rep när kvällen började bli sen orkade Sture 

alltid spela en massa låtar till. 

 Eftersom Sture är en person som funnits med 

i hela mitt liv och som jag alltid har uppskattat 

väldigt mycket kändes det väldigt sorgligt när Sture 

gick bort. Det uppstod en stor tomhet både eftersom 

han var en sådan fin människa och spelman, men 

också för folkmusiken i stort. Det känns nu som en 

viktig uppgift, både personligen och säkert för hela 

Trollrike Spelmän, att fortsätta hålla liv i låtarna efter 

Sture. 

 STURE SAHLSTRÖM 
By Erika Lindgren 

T he first music I remember and have a relation to 

are the tunes after Sture Sahlström. It was that 

music that the Trollrike spelmän, then the Vendels 

spelmanslag,  played and that I grew up with. My dad 

was a member in the group since the beginning in the 

middle of the 70s and Sture Sahlström was the unof-

ficial leader, the one who came up with the music 

tunes. These he had after his father, grandfather and 

others, especially fiddlers from Uppland. Some of the 

pieces he wrote himself. 

 The evenings when the fiddlers met in our 

home I experienced as a child as very cozy!  It was 

wonderful to fall asleep to the tunes of the steady pol-

skas from Uppland and the waltzes and the ambiance 

was always great. When I myself began to play the 

violin at nine, I usually got to participate in a few 

pieces, some simple ones that I knew. In the end, 

from some time in high school, I was a member in 

the group. To be able to play with Sture was very 

special. His style of playing with the steady, calm 

rhythm that nevertheless offered such excitement was 

wonderful to participate in. And Sture was always so 

kind. He encouraged, was always happy and positive 

and invited everyone to participate. The rehearsals at 

Sture‟s wonderful little home, Trollrike, I remember 

as extra special.  

 At his wonderful little farm Trollrike there 

were always delicious goodies, fresh from the home 

oven and the cozy factor was high! 

 We took a few trips with Trollrike fiddlers, 

among others to Chicago in 1995. There we had time 

for a lot of fun, and in addition to our performances, 

among other things, we went to both blues and jazz 

clubs. Sture was always positive, curious and had the 

energy to keep going, whatever we did. When I as a 

tired teenager (or grownup for that matter..) and I sat 

on the chair and yawned during a rehearsal when it 

was getting late, Sture always had the energy to play 

many more pieces. 

 Since Sture is a person who has been around 

all my life and who I always have appreciated very 

much, it felt very sad when Sture passed away. There 

was a great emptiness both since he was such a fine 

human being and fiddler, but also for the folk music 

as a whole. It feels now as an important job, both per-

sonally and surely for all of Trollrike fiddlers, to con-

tinue to keep the pieces alive after Sture.  

             translation by:     Harriet Ljungkvist Bagdade 
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AMERICAN NYCKELHARPA 

ASSOCIATION 

BEGINNINGS: 
 

Sheila Morris:  I was started on the nyckelharpa by 

Bart Brashers, as were many others.   

U nfortunately, he lived in Seattle and I lived in 

Denver, so there were a number of phone calls, 

starting with "OK, I got my harpa.  How do I tune 

it?" and proceeding to "What makes a bondpolska a 

bondpolska, and not a hambo?"  Not really the sort of 

thing that works well long-distance.  He suggested I 

get in touch with Leif Alpsjö, who he assured me 

spoke wonderful English (true, this!).  Leif welcomed 

me heartily into the nyckelharpa community, and 

provided me with his introductory course book and 

tape. 

 After working on my own for about a year, I 

went back to Mendocino camp for some face-to-face 

lessons with Bart (and for the dancing, as well), and 

during the course of the week he mentioned that he'd 

really like to see some sort of national organization, 

where we could share tips and tunes in a newslet-

ter.  A few months later, I was hosting Leif on one of 

his visits to the US, and he said something along the 

same lines.  He and Bart had been kicking the idea 

around for quite awhile, apparently.  So I, with the 

fervor of the newly-converted, said "Well, let's DO 

it!"  Which was all the push they needed, I guess.  

 I don't recall that I actually had very much to 

do with the actual work of founding the ANA, though 

I did track down and contact some of our widely-

dispersed target audience.  Luckily, by this point 

email had become pretty common, as this was pre-

cell-phone days (1994? 95? somewhere in there....).  I 

was, at the time, the only player in Colorado, so any 

contact meant a long-distance call.  Not to mention 

chats with Leif in Sweden.... 

 It has always entertained our Swedish coun-

terparts, that ours is a virtual organization.  Meetings 

and discussions have always been via email, as it's 

awfully hard to convene the Board in one location, 

with one in Pennsylvania and one in Hawaii, and the 

rest scattered in between. 

Leif Alpsjö:       The beginning of the ANA 

I n February 1970 after a 10 year break I seriously 

took up my fiddle playing.  June 1974 I was 

named Swedish National Fiddler (Riksspelman) to-

gether with Hasse Gille and Nisse Nordström.  The 

fall of 1974 I started playing the nyckelharpa. 

 August 1975 I quit a safe office/salesman job 

to become a full time fiddler or rather folk music 

worker as it includes many aspects of office work.  

With a home and family to provide for it meant that I 

had to do anything necessary to generate incomes. 

The least I did was playing music.  As I gave many, 

many workshops and courses and toured a  lot I 

gradually learned what fiddlers wanted so I started a 

shop, “Förlaget Emma”. Often I sold things to other 

countries including the US. Customers now and then 

wrote (and sent a paper in an envelope) asking ques-

tions about various things. Not only about my enter-

prise. I soon found that I did not have the time to an-

swer to all letters.  1989 I started touring the USA 

and heard about the Hardanger Fiddle Association. 

Why wouldn‟t the US nyckelharpa players also have 

an Association and build a bridge to Sweden so peo-

ple could get their answers and items directly. 

 In 1992 I started asking a few nyckelharpa 

players about their interest in forming an association, 

but no. I asked different people I believed were suit-

able for the job, but no.  Finally, maybe in the spring 

of 1995, I got in contact with Sheila Morris of Den-

ver, Colorado who, after some persuasion, would try 

to do something during her three free summer 

months. So I sent her the sheets with the 123 ad-

dresses of my US customers. But after some months 

she regretfully told me she did not have the time ex-

pected.  Then I gave up. After all, I lived in Sweden 

and did not have the closest contact with possible 

starters of a nyckelharpa association in the US. 

 Then suddenly, just around my birthday in 

July 1995 a letter, or was it a fax, arrived with an in-

vitation to join the ANA which I immediately did - 

and got a lifetime, free membership. 
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Leif Alpsjö: continued: 

 

 How things actually happened: Bart Brashers, 

Gail Halverson, Sheila Morris and Bruce Sagan can 

tell more about.  At the start I think the number of 

members was some 65. My dream was that the num-

ber by the millennium shift would exceed 100. It  

did so well before 2000.  No doubt the ANA has 

meant a lot to build a wide bridge between the US 

and Sweden.  We also solved an old name problem 

by plainly calling the “keyed fiddle” a nyckelharpa.  I 

think the www.nyckelharpa.org means a lot to give 

information to people around the world about our 

unique, wonderful and charming nyckelharpa.  “Just 

beat it” said Oskar Larsson in Strömsberg: “Don´t 

worry if your fingers go wrong. Just beat it and keep 

the beat for the dancers.” 

 

 

 

 

 

Continued from page 4:     

NANO-NYCKELHARPA BUSKSPEL IN 

BOULDER, COLORADO 

OR 

“WHAT DO YOU KNOW?” 

 

S unday, 29 March 2009:  Sheila Morris, David  

Elliker-Vågsberg and Claire Elliker-Vågsberg 

got together at the home of Peter and MaryLou van 

Laanen in Boulder, Colorado for a dance party at the 

end of the Vågå Springleik Workshop featuring Tor 

& Randi Stallvik,  dance teachers from Vågå, Nor-

way and Ivar Odnes and Øystein O. Rudi, fiddlers.  

Sheila, myself and my wife Claire played a few tunes 

for dancing after the proverbial:  “What do we know 

together”.  It appeared that we were able to play the 

following tunes:  Emma (vals), Eklundepolskan #3, 

Båtsman Däck, Josefins Dopvals, and Fardagspolska 

från Oviken av Gunnar Jonsson.   

 Sheila and I also talked about how the previ-

ous efforts at creating an allspel list for the ANA did 

not seem to be working very well, at least for the 

three of us present.  We had only 5 playable tunes in 

common.  

 Perhaps the former allspel lists were fine 

for 12 years ago but maybe a revision is needed 

for present nyckelharpa players? 

 We also found many tunes that we both knew 

but we didn‟t know them well enough to play to-

gether on the spot that night. 

http://www.nyckelharpa.org/
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MIDSOMMAR IN EUGENE, OREGON 

 

I n the mid 1800s to early 1900s, Oregon saw a 

large influx of Scandinavians.  Many had come to 

work in the forest products industry, which was, in 

the past,  very strong in Oregon.  Many people also 

came to the Willamette Valley to find very rich soil 

for farming.  The community of Junction City was 

founded by a group of Danish farmers and there is 

still an active group of people who put on and spon-

sor the annual Junction City Scandinavian Festival.  

Many of us from Oregon who play Scandinavian mu-

sic and like to dance find ourselves there during the 

second weekend in August.  More information about 

the festival can be found at:   

 http://www.scandinavianfestival.com/ 

 In Eugene we have the University of Oregon 

and within the Foreign Language Department there is 

the Department of Scandinavian Studies.  Students at 

the U of O can learn Swedish, Norwegian, Danish 

and Finnish languages and take classes in Scandina-

vian cultural studies.  Also in Eugene can be found an 

active Sons of Norway Lodge with their own build-

ing and activities.  Sonja Lodge 2-038.  There is a 

VASA Lodge, the Odin Lodge, that is active.  In our 

community are two Danish Brotherhood Lodges, one 

of which meets on a monthly basis at the Sonja 

Lodge in Eugene and one in Junction City. 

 Those of us who live here, like our fraternal 

counterpoints in Scandinavia, like to celebrate the 

long days of the short summer by having a Midsom-

mar Celebration or SanktHansfest.  Our climate here 

in Eugene is frequently rainy or just overcast, gloomy 

and cloudy.  With so many dark days during the year 

(think of a climate similar to Bergen, Norway) it is 

even more special when summer comes in June and 

we have sunshine to celebrate.  As a result, a group of 

us have been getting together with the help of the 

Friends of Scandinavian Studies at the University of 

Oregon, the Sonja Lodge and the Odin Lodge to put 

on our annual Midsommarfest/SanktHansfest.  The 

celebration usually takes place on the third Sunday in 

June, closest to the 20th of June. 

 Four years ago, after the frustration of a see-

ing a majstång that was made out of plastic tubing get 

blown over by the wind a number of times, I decided 

to start having one that was the real thing.  I designed 

a portable stand and borrowed a 18 foot pole from a 

Odin Lodge member.  I then carved a  

a nice looking “Tupp” to put on the top of the pole.  

Many of the VASA folks supplied the greens and 

helped to decorate.  I also decided that some “sax” 

were necessary, even though the pole that year was 

not too heavy.  It is so much better to have the ring of 

people around the pole helping the “sax” folks with a 

hearty “Ho........Hey!.  After a half dozen tries, we got 

the pole up and secured. 

 The next year I decided that 18 feet was just 

not high enough and went outside my home and cut a 

new pole, this time 26 feet tall.  Every year since then 

I keep threatening to make a newer, bigger, taller 

pole, but for the last 3 years we have been happy with 

the one I made.  The only problem with a longer pole 

is transporting it to Alton Baker Park in Eugene 

where we have the celebration.  A 26 foot pole fits 

nicely on top of my truck using a special cradle that I 

install once a year on the front bumper and another 

cradle that goes into the rear receiver and supports 

the pole from the back of the truck. 

 For music, our group “Fossegrimen” has been 

playing for the last four years for anyone who can 

dance on the grass in the park.  This year, half way 

through “Räven rasker över isen”, the rain started 

pouring down.  All the dancers raced into the shelter 

and continued the dancing around the tables after the 

musicians got turned around.  We have to improvise 

in these cases since the shelter is a permanent one 

and the tables are bolted to the concrete slab under 

the shelter.  The dances became line dances and wove 

in and out of the tables and benches.  Everyone there 

had a great time! 

 One of the local Swedes, Harriet Ljungkvist 

Bagdade, also the Swedish Professor at the U of O, 

always brings her version of “princestårta”.  A culi-

nary delight that I look forward to every year.  Har-

riet goes to Sweden and brings back the green marzi-

pan to use as the final layer on the cake.  I will put  

her recipe in a future issue of NyckelNotes. 

 For the last four years I have insisted on a pa-

rade of the greens to the pole led by the musicians.  

This year we tried decorating the pole first, then car-

rying it to the pole stand.  Our favorite gånglåt is one 

that we learned from a group from Røros called Dala-

kopa.  The tune is called “Spelmanshøytid” and fits 

very well on the Nyckelharpa. 

    

David Elliker-Vågsberg, Editor 
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Eugene Midsommar/Sankthansfest: 

Here you can see three out of the five nyckelharpa players in the state of Oregon.  We are all  mem-

bers of ANA.  L to R:  Brian Wood, Corvallis;  David & Claire Elliker-Vågsberg, Eugene. 
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String  

Bazaar 
The ANA is pleased to of-

fer Nyckelharpa strings 

for sale!  We have playing 

strings and three versions 

of understring sets. 

 

 
Playing Strings 
 The playing strings are the four largest 

strings, the ones that you actually touch with the 

bow.  PRIM brand strings are made by an old 

Swedish string manufacturing company.  Their 

fiddle strings are popular among folk musicians, 

and are available widely in the US.  Their nyckel-

harpa strings are basically the same as their cello 

strings, except that they are the correct length for 

nyckelharpas instead of about a foot too long.  All 

four strings are wound.  The A-string 

is .020” (0.50 mm) in diameter. 

 

Sympathetic Strings 
 We offer three versions of understrings, 

described more fully in the January  1998 edition 

of Nyckel Notes.  Basically, the three sets can be 

called: 

 

6 + 6 : 

6 wound strings .021” (0.053 mm) in diameter, 

6 plain strings .014” (0.36 mm) in diameter. 

 

4+4+4 : 

4 wound strings 0.24”  (0.61 m) in diameter, 

4 wound strings .021”  (0.53 mm) in diameter, 

4 plain strings  .014”  (0.36 mm) in diameter. 

 

12-step : 
12 strings varying from .025”  (0.64 mm)  

to .014”  (0.36 mm), by steps of .001”.  The lower 

6 are wound, the higher 6 are plain. 

 

 

ORDER FORM 
Prices are for ANA members/non-members. 

Price includes shipping to a US address. 

e-mail for inquiries:  strings@nyckelharpa.org 

Send this form along with a check payable to: 

American Nyckelharpa Association to: 

Tim Newcomb 

P.O. Box 51 

Montpelier, VT  05602 

Playing strings Quantity Member 

Price 

Total 

Cost 

Non-

member  

Price 

Prim Full Set  $77  $87 

Prim A (1)  $15  $17 

Prim C (2)  $18  $20 

Prim G (3)  $20  $23 

Prim C (4)  $24  $27 

Resonance strings:     

6 +6 resonance set  $22  $27 

4+4+4 resonance set  $22  $27 

12 step resonance set  $22  $27 

   TOTAL  
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 NYCKEL NOTES ARTICLES INDEX  ISSUE #1 -  #44 
NN #1 – October 1995 
1995 Seattle nyckelharpa stämma review 

Henry Wallin (Mel Meer) 

A letter to the ANA (Leif Alpsjö) 

Harpa Spelmän at Minnesota Stämma (Karin Arneson) 
Spela Bättre: The left hand, and wisdom for the beginning player (Matt Fichtenbaum) 

Nyckelharpa Care: Fine-tuning schemes (Bart Brashers) 

 

NN #2 – January 1996 
Henry and Ceylon: a letter from Birgitta Wallin 

Eric Sahlström tribute (Olle Paulsson) 

Spela Bättre: Bowing (Matt Fichtenbaum) 

Nyckelharpa Care: strings (Bart Brashers) 
Odds and Ends: Electronic tuners (Mel Meer) 

 

NN #3 – April 1996 

Olov Johansson, interviewed by Bruce Sagan 
A letter concerning Ceylon Wallin‟s harpas (Sture Hogmark) 

Spela Bättre: Double stops (Matt Fichtenbaum) 

Nyckelharpa Care: Prim nyckelharpa strings (Bart Brashers) 

Odds and Ends: Rosin (Mel Meer) 
 

NN #4 – July 1996 
1996 Seattle nyckelharpa stämma review (Bart Brashers) 

Sture Hogmark‟s Concert Remarks from the 1996 stämma (Gail Halverson) 
Väsen at Scandinavian Week (Matt Fichtenbaum) 

The ANA‟s effort to reprint Jan Ling‟s Nyckelharpan (Mel Meer) 

Spela Bättre: Developing your playing fluency (Matt Fichtenbaum) 

Nyckelharpa Care: Strings (Bart Brashers) 
Odds and Ends: A tip for changing sympathetic strings (Mel Meer/Matt Fichtenbaum) 

 

NN #5 – October 1996 
Nyckelharpa stories from Nova Scotia‟s shores (Julie Chandler) 

Promoting the nyckelharpa (Karin Arneson) 

Spela Bättre: Lessons to learn from Olov Johansson (Matt Fichtenbaum) 

Nyckelharpa Care: Cases; protecting your harpa in transit (Bart Brashers) 
Odds and Ends: Cases; protecting your harpa in transit (Mel Meer) 

 

NN #6 – January 1997 
The 1996 Nyckelharpa World Championship (Gunnar Fredelius/Bart Brashers) 
Leif Alpsjö: Riksspelman in our midst (Rita Leydon) 

Spela Bättre: Exercises – why bother? (Sheila Morris) 

Nyckelharpa Care: Sticky keys (Bart Brashers) 

Odds and Ends: Bow holders for your case; bows (Mel Meer) 
 

NN #7 – April 1997 
Gladare än du tror!  Dissecting a tune (Matt Fichtenbaum) 

Member Spotlight: Lisa Horngren 
Swedish-English word list 

Spela Bättre: Technique (Leif Alpsjö) 

Odds and Ends: Repair supplies; fiddle tunes for nyckelharpa (Mel Meer) 

 

NN #8 – July 1997 
1997 Minneapolis nyckelharpa stämma review (Becky Weis) 

American Anna Abraham wins Eric Sahlström scholarship 

Spela Bättre: What I learned at Ekebyholm (Sheila Morris) 
Nyckelharpa Care: Caring for your bow (Bart Brashers) 

 

NN #9 – October 1997 
Anders Mattson, world master nyckelharpa player (Bruce Sagan) 
My trip to Tierp, 1997 (Carol Rasmussen) 

Swedish harpa stämma experiences (Karin Arneson) 

Member Spotlight: Sheila Morris 

Spela Bättre: Playing schottises (Sheila Morris, Bart Brashers) 
Nyckelharpa Care: Moving your bridge (Bart Brashers) 
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NN #10 – January 1998 
The Eric Sahlström Institute (Bart Brashers) 
The Uppsala Oktoberstämma (Sture Hogmark) 

This year‟s Oktoberstämma (Lynn Erickson) 

Midsommar in Lid (Sheila Morris) 

Bearing Witness: A Grand Day in the First State (Rita Leydon) 
Spela Bättre: Eklundapolska No. 2 (Matt Fichtenbaum) 

Nyckelharpa Care: Resonance Strings (Bart Brashers) 

 

NN #11 – May 1998 
Bart Brashers, Musician of Note (Trella Hastings) 

Seattle nyckelharpa workshop review (Trella Hastings) 

The Great Swedish Nyckelharpa Building Revival (Matt Fichtenbaum) 

Spela Bättre: The Personal Touch (Matt Fichtenbaum) 
Spela Sämre [“worse”]: Easy steps that can change your playing (Matt Fichtenbaum) 

Nyckelharpa Care: The Sound Post (Bart Brashers) 

 

NN #12 – August 1998 
1998 New York City Stämma Review (Tim Newcomb) 

Ekebyholm – Class of 1998 (Rita Leydon) 

An Afternoon with Curt Tallroth (Sheila Morris) 

Julottan, Södra Dalarna polska by Mats Wallman (Mel Meer/Matt Fichtenbaum) 
Nyckelharpas Help Drive the Winter Dark Away [Christmas Revels] (Marilee Cowan) 

Föreningen Nyckelharpan: The Swedish Nyckelharpa Association (Sheila Morris) 

Jack Tuttle‟s Top Ten Ways to Become a Better Fiddler 

Spela Bättre: Tunes that stretch and inspire your playing (Matt Fichtenbaum) 
Nyckelharpa Care: Out-of-tune keys (Matt Fichtenbaum) 

 

NN #13 – November 1998 
A Tale of Two Airports (Rita Leydon) 
Examining the Limits of Written Nyckelharpa Music (Matt Fichtenbaum) 

America‟s Mystery Spelman (Sheila Morris) 

An Upplandsspelman in America (Sven E. Svensson/Sheila Morris) 
Spela Bättre: Bowing from the Wrist Down (Matt Fichtenbaum) 

Nyckelharpa Care: Nyckelharpa Bows (Bart Brashers) 

 

NN #14 – February 1999 
1998 Nyckelharpa World Champions (Bart Brashers) 

Some Kind of Serendipity (Rita Leydon) 

Nyckelharpa Encounters Across the U.S.A. (Karin Arneson) 

Spela Bättre: Music Minus One for nyckelharpa (Matt Fichtenbaum) 
Nyckelharpa Care: Nyckelharpa Strings (Bart Brashers) 

 

NN #15 – May 1999 
Nyckelharpsfrossa at Musikmuseet: Focus on Eric Sahlström (Anne-Marie Tärnström/Sheila Morris) 
An American Allspel List (Sheila Morris) 

Spela Bättre: A Lesson with Olov Johansson (Sheila Morris) 

Nyckelharpa Care: Your Tailpiece (Bart Brashers) 

 

NN #16 – August 1999 
Making Tunes: Creation and Inspiration – Peter Hedlund interview (Becky Weis Nord) 

The Nyckelharpa at Scandinavian Week 1999 (Matt Fichtenbaum) 

An Interview with Lotta Franzén (Bruce Sagan) 
Computer tools to slow down recordings (Matt Fichtenbaum) 

Spela Bättre: Peter Hedlund‟s approach to tuning (Sheila Morris) 

CD reviews: Trollrike Spelmän: På hugget, Ö.R.A, Niklas Roswall 

 

NN #17 – November 1999 
Report from the 1999 ANA Stämma East (Matt Fichtenbaum) 

Buying a Used Nyckelharpa (Matt Fichtenbaum, Bart Brashers) 

Stretchy Nyckelharpa Straps (Matt Fichtenbaum, Bart Brashers) 
The Jitters (Rita Leydon) 

Spela Bättre: Wield! Brandish! Caress!  Bowing with Attitude (Matt Fichtenbaum) 

Nyckelharpa Care: Cutting New Notches on the Bridge (Bart Brashers) 
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NN #18 – February 2000 
In Lindsborg with Puma (Sheila Morris) 
What Happened to Tradition? (Tim Rued) 

Nancy and Victoria (Rita Leydon) 

Nyckelharpa Care: Adjusting Your Tangents/Fine Tempering (Bart Brashers) 

 

NN #19 – May 2000 
Teaching Tradition (Mel Meer) 

A Wetsuit Nyckelharpa Harness-Vest (Marilee Cowan) 

Some Words from Puma (Peter Hedlund/Sheila Morris) 
Nyckelharpa Etiquette – playing with beginners (Sheila Morris) 

Nyckelharpa Care: Experimenting with Strings (Rob Krapfl) 

 

NN #20 – August 2000 
The Boy with the Dirtiest Feet (Rita Leydon) 

On Traditions and Allspel (Sheila Morris) 

Spela Bättre: Rolling the Bow (Matt Fichtenbaum) 

Nyckelharpa Care: Coping with Cello Strings (Bart Brashers) 

 

NN #21 – November 2000/February 2001 
Helan och Halvan (Rita Leydon) 

Swedish Music at Augusta Heritage Center (Rita Leydon) 
Stämma 2000 (Sheila Morris) 

Making the Most of Your Practice Time (Sheila Morris) 

Spela Bättre: Tunes from Puma (Matt Fichtenbaum) 

 

NN #22 – May/August 2001 
Peter Hedlunds nyckelharpskola – Your Personal Trainer (Rita Leydon) 

Gulamåla Viten, Harpa-Player from Valö (Bertil Georgsson, Karin Alinder/Sheila Morris) 

The Eric Sahlström Institute (Sheila Morris) 
A Nyckelharpa Moment (Kimble Howard) 

Spela Bättre: Playing Harmony (Matt Fichtenbaum) 

CD review: Bitar efter Lövstagubbarna 
 

NN #23 – March 2002 
Playing an Old Tune: Origins of the Swedish word „nyckelharpa‟ (William Layher) 

Yet Another Small World Story (Rita Leydon) 
Meet the ANA staff 

Street Essay – Busking in France (Bronwyn Bird) 

Spela Bättre: The Seven-Fingered Left Hand – technique for long runs (Matt Fichtenbaum) 

Video review: VM2000 – the 2000 Nyckelharpa World Championship 

 

NN #24 – August 2002 
Torbjörn Näsbom, an extraordinary, delightful musician (Matt Fichtenbaum) 

Nyckelharpa in New Orleans (Faith Kaufmann) 
Tune-Catching from Recordings (Marilee Cowan/Matt Fichtenbaum) 

Finally, a Building Book in English! (Rita Leydon) 

Spela Bättre: Peter Hedlund‟s “Svärdsjövisan” (Matt Fichtenbaum) 

CD review: Peter Hedlund: Vägen 
Video review: Peter Hedlund‟s Nyckelharpa Workshop, vol 2. 

 

NN #25 – December 2002 
Finding the „Right‟ Tempo (Sheila Morris) 
Harpas in Hälsingland (Sheila Morris) 

Playing for Dancers (Bronwyn Bird) 

Faster Berit (Rita Leydon) 

I May Never Play My Fiddle Again (Elizabeth Morrison) 
ANA Joins Swedish Council 

The Nyckelharpa Cult Spreads to America (Marty Lipp, “Global Rhythm” magazine) 

 

NN #26 – Spring 2003 
Building a Nyckelharpa (Stewart Pugh/Virginia Thompson) 

Long Time in Coming... Especially to Japan (Rickford Grant) 

Harpa Happenings (Chris Leydon) 

Spela Bättre: The Devil, the Bow, and the Key of A (Matt Fichtenbaum) 
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NN #27 – Summer 2003 
In Praise and Awe of Age and Experience (Rita Leydon) 
Dept. of Transportation letter allowing instruments to be taken on board airplanes 

CD review: Leif Alpsjö: Timeless 

Video review: Build a Nyckelharpa with Sören Åhker 

 

NN #28 – Fall 2003 
A Harpa in the House (Jon Barker) 

Harping at Jamestown NY (Sheila Morris) 

Love at First Touch (Bronwyn Bird) 
Spela Bättre: Slängpolska, with Variations (Matt Fichtenbaum) 

CD review: Torbjörn Näsbom, Sebastian Dubé: Vatten 

 

NN #29 – Winter 2003-2004 
The State of the ANA, 2003 (Sheila Morris) 

Swedish Holiday Recipes 

CD review: Peter Hedlund: Another Way 

 

NN #30 – Spring 2004 
Risky Business in Boulder – the nyckelharpa workshop (Chris Leydon) 

Holding My Own (Rita Leydon) 

Strap Me In – cross-harness nyckelharpa straps (Rita Leydon) 
Spela Bättre: Eric Sahlström‟s Trollrikepolska (Matt Fichtenbaum) 

 

NN #31 – Fall 2004 
First... Catch your „Harpa (Mike Hulme) 
Nyckelharpa Hits Berklee School of Music (Chris and Rita Leydon) 

 

NN #32 – Winter 2004-2005 
A Letter from the President (Sheila Morris) 
Nyckelharpa in Nova Scotia (Julie Chandler) 

Members look back on nyckelharpa year 2004 

Spela Bättre: Play What You Hear – playing by ear (Matt Fichtenbaum) 
 

NN #33 – Spring 2005 
A New [web] Face for the ANA (Anna Abraham) 

The Strange Story of Maria Johansdotter (Sheila Morris) 
55 and Counting (Rita Leydon) 

Spela Bättre: Music as Conversation – phrasing and expression (Matt Fichtenbaum) 

CD reviews: Väsen: Keyed Up, Erika Lindgren & Cecelia Österholm: Pärlor, Ann-Mari & Sven Nordin: Det låter som sommar 

 

NN #34 – Fall 2005 
Cultivating Roots – The 2005 Nyckelharpa Stämma (Sally Chandler) 

Anna-Kristina Widell at Nordic Fiddles and Feet (Matt Fichtenbaum) 

We Weren‟t Strangers to the Nyckelharpa (Leonora Kandiner) 
The Incredibow (Rita Leydon) 

Tage Larsson, Nyckelharpa Builder (Marika Jakobsson, Håkan Ljungqvist/Rita Leydon) 

The Österby Youth Championship Competition (Bronwyn Bird) 

Mid-Summer Folk Tour of Sweden, 2005 (Laurel Paulson-Pierce) 
Ben Teitelbaum (Kajsa Kallqvist) 

 

NN #35 – Spring 2006 
My Sister‟s Wedding (Rita Leydon) 
Fun with String Tension (John Wendell) 

Mill Valley CA Stämma Report (Sarah Kirton) 

Water in the Works (Bronwyn Bird) 

Finding Your Bow (Peter Hedlund) 
The Planning of the West Coast Nyckelharpa Stämma, 2006 (Jill Myers) 

The Twin Cities Nyckelharpalag (Nelson Whyatt) 

Discovering the Nyckelharpa (Barbara Dobay Ljungström) 
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NN #36 – Fall 2006 
Feedback from the Membership 
Jamestown (Martine Chiasson) 

Music Tradition and High Art in the Swedish Folk Genre (Benjamin Teitelbaum) 

Tune Elitism (Tim Rued) 

Make a String Damper (John Wendell) 
Spela Bättre: Two Polskas (Matt Fichtenbaum) 

CD reviews: Peter Hedlund: Resonans, Johan Hedin & Gunnar Idenstam: Låtar 

Video review: Styrbjörn Bergelt – Swedish Folk Music Treasures #4 

 

NN #37 – Spring 2007 
Building a Nyckelharpa, Part 1 (Lars Silen) 

Scandinavian Music at NOMAD, CT (Barbara Dobay) 

My First Swedish Tune Gig (Tim Cutts) 
Lots of Nyckelharpas at Ashokan‟s Northern Week (Peter Blue) 

Our First Nyckelharpa Stämma (Björn Ljungström) 

Nyckelharpa in Germany (Paul Allman) 

Väsen in Oneonta NY (Peter Blue) 

Spela Bättre: Learn Your Geography (Tim Rued) 

 

NN #38 – Summer 2007 
Nikolaj Marks, a Dutchman who builds nyckelharpas (Chiara Bos) 
Stämma in Richboro, PA (Rita Leydon) 

Building a Nyckelharpa, Part 2 (Lars Silen) 

Wandering Minstrels in Longwood Gardens (Rita Leydon) 

“Breathless” in Boston: Nyckelharpas at the New England Folk Festival (Bronwyn Bird) 
Letter from Sundsvall (Lars-Gunnar Åström) 

Daring to Discover (Kate Kramer) 

CD review: Erika Lindgren & Cecelia Österholm: Örhängen 

 
 

NN #39 – Fall  2007 

The Nyckelharpa & Me  (Vicki Swan) 
Buskspel in Oregon  (Trella Hastings) 

This Thing Called A Nyckelharpa  (Rita Leydon) 

Spela Bättre:  Listening to Yourself  (Matt Fichtenbaum) 

Polska # 25 efter Byss-Kalle  (Matt Fichtenbaum) 
An Interview with Markus Svensson  (Matt Fichtenbaum) 

Vevlirepolska efter Grodd-Olle  (Matt Fichtenbaum) 

The Dream  ( Timna Thür - Austria) 

Party Hearty - Peter “Puma” Turns Fifty (Sheila Morris) 
The Ransäter Stämma (Richard Jones-Bamman) 

The Stämma at Österbybruk (Doug Oines) 

Building Competition (Rita Leydon) 

 
 

NN #40 – Winter 2007-2008 

A Little Story About Glenn Greene  (Allen Lake) 

All Keyed Up in Seattle  (Trella Hastings) 
Jan Ling‟s Nyckelharpa Films:  An Unusual Folk Music Project  (Sven Nordin, trans. Matt Fichtenbaum) 

Spontaneous Sparks !!  (Bronwyn Bird) 

My New Vanity Plate  (Elizabeth Morrison) 

A Couple of English Waltzes (Jon Barker) 
Attingham Waltz  (Helena Torpy) 

Margaret‟s Waltz  (Pat Shuldham Shaw - Suffolk) 

Amazing Slow Downer  (LynnAnne Vesper) 

Dear Nyckel Notes,  (Laurie Hart) & (Dale C. Evans) 
Pink Bling  (Rita Leydon) 
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NN #41– Spring 2008 

Nyckelharpas at the Vermont Ski Dance Weekend!  (Ginny Lee & Toby Weinberg) 
God Jul och ett gott nytt år önskar Annika  (Annika Olsson) 

Greetings from the ANA Board!  (Doug Oines) 

Harpa Musings (Kate Kramer) 

Remembering Oskar Gottfrid Sundstrom  (Tim Rued) 
More Feng and Less Shui  (Ann Mansfield) 

Music Therapy Resonates  (Bronwyn Bird & Justin Nawn) 

One Year Into It  (Vicki Swan) 

The Little Pard (Vicki Swan) 
Adventures of a Newby  (Pat Shipman) 

What‟s the Difference  (Tim Rued) 

My New Back Pack  (Ginny Lee) 

 

NN #42– Summer 2008 

About the Nyckelharpa playing at Skansen,  Chapter One:  The nyckelharpa playing and the 

    nyckelharpa players at Skansen  (Karl Peter Leffler trans. Sheila Morris) 

T-shirt as Billboard  (Rita Leydon) 

Spela Bättre:  Climbing the heights, Leaving “Home” in Search of Higher Octaves  (Matt Fichtenbaum) 

Vandringen, Polska efter Byss-Kalle 

Harpas Four  (Bronwyn Bird) 

A Wonderful Marriage  (Doug Oines) 
Meet you new ANA Board Member:  Peter Blue 

The Start of a New Adventure  (Brandon S. ) 

Nyckelharpas in Australia  (Lennart Lovdin) 

A Piano Man in the Nyckelharpa Kingdom  (Leonard Ellis) 
Leif Alpsjö‟s Polska &Väsen Snoa (Leonard Ellis) 

Spring Peepers at Pine Lake  (Peter Blue) 

 

NN #43– Fall 2008 
Writing your own personal Spela Bättre (Matt Fichtenbaum) 

A year at the Eric Sahlström Institute in Tobo  (Lars Lindkvist, trans. Matt) 

Fossegrimen Releases CD  (David Elliker-Vågsberg) 
Väsen & Me  (Ryan Koons) 

Birth of the Nyckelharpa Store  (Celeste Johnson) 

Jenn‟s Vision  (Jenn Beebe) 

Reconstruction of a Medieval Nyckelharpa  (Olov Gibson) 
My First Face-to-Face Lesson  (Vicki Swan) 

Fikavalsen  (Vicki Swan) 

President‟s Message  (Doug Oines) 

About the Nyckelharpa playing at Skansen,  Chapter Two:   
     The Nyckelharpa.  (Karl Peter Leffler trans. Sheila Morris) 

Crossword Puzzle  (Chris Leydon) 

 

 

NN #44– Winter 2008-2009 

Technology Meets Tradition  (Celeste Johnson) 

Marilee‟s Adventures  (Marilee Cowan) 

I just don‟t have any adventures to report!  (Sue Richards) 
A Year in the Life...   (Melissa Running) 

A Fiddle with Training Wheels  (Tim Rued) 

Remembering...Mrs Chambers (Peter Blue) 

President‟s Page  (Doug Oines) 
NERFA Report  (Doug Oines) 

Next summer...at Lövsta Bruk!  (Christer Wesström) 

About the Nyckelharpa playing at Skansen,  Chapter Three:  Our most common dances and  

     their presence in the areas around Harg and Tierp..  (Karl Peter Leffler trans. Sheila Morris) 



S o far, 2009 has been quite 

a year for the nyckelharpa 

in the United States, and it only 

looks to be getting better!  In 

January, Peter Puma Hedlund 

and Bronwyn Bird, from the 

group Blue Moose and the Un-

buttoned Zippers, were invited 

to showcase the harpa on a spe-

cial edition of the international radio/television/

internet show WoodSongs Old Time Radio Hour.  

The hour long show featured the music and history of 

the nyckelharpa.  This show brought the nyckelharpa 

to millions for the first time.  (It is rumored that as a 

result of the show, a major Hollywood director is 

planning to include the sounds of the nyckelharpa in 

the soundtrack for a major upcoming film.) 

 In July, the nyckelharpa made it‟s debut ap-

pearance at Common Ground on the Hill, a multicul-

tural community of musicians, artists, writers, lectur-

ers, actors, and dancers, sharing skills with students 

of all ages and with one another.  Peter Puma Hed-

lund taught a week-long workshop in both nyckel-

harpa and Scandinavian music.  The associated event 

and festival performances introduced the harpa to 

thousands in another entirely new community. 

In addition to these two events, the Swedish musi-

cians have been sharing the harpa in more traditional 

venues this year.  Cajsa Ekstav taught a nyckelharpa 

workshop at the Nisswa-stämman, in June, Magnus 

Holmström taught/performed at Nordic Fiddles and 

Feet, in New Hampshire.  Puma taught and per-

formed at Jamestown Scandinavian Folk Festival and 

at Northern Week –  Ashokan Fiddle and Dance 

Camp. 

 And coming later this year, Leif Alpsjö will 

be teaching/performing at the Swedish Dance and 

Music Weekend at Folklore Village in Dodgeville WI 

on the weekend of October 23 – 25.  He will also be 

touring other parts of the country during his visit.  If 

you know of additional events, please share with the 

community on the nyckelharpa Yahoo group. 
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I  believe that the nyckelharpa may be on the cusp 

of a major surge in North America.  Every year 

there are more events and more interest in “our” in-

strument.  As we get more and more national expo-

sure and more opportunities to get exposure through 

new media, like YouTube, more interest will be  

created.  I fully expect that there will be at least one 

popular national music group with the nyckelharpa in 

a key role.  That and the potential exposure in a 

movie soundtrack will contribute to the growth of the 

nyckelharpa. 

 With this issue of NyckelNotes, we welcome 

our new editor - David Elliker-Vågsberg.  David 

comes to this responsibility with newsletter experi-

ence from other organizations, including a local 

chamber orchestra in Oregon and for his local Sons 

of Norway. 

 Additionally, we welcome Joyce Keller as the 

new ANA secretary.  Joyce resides in Yakima, WA 

and is a licensed CPA by trade.  She is new to the 

nyckelharpa community.  Please extend a warm wel-

come to both Joyce and David in these very impor-

tant roles in ANA. 

 Are your membership dues up-to-date?  

Please check the ANA website for a listing of the 

current status of your dues.  If you are expired, please 

submit your dues payment as soon as possible.  We 

will be sending dues reminders out soon, and if you 

get caught up prior to that mailing, you will save us 

the cost. 

 

Varma hälsningar; 

Doug Oines  

DOUG OINES:  

THE PRESIDENT’S 

PAGE 
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 Dear NyckelNotes Readers, 

 

I  have edited other newsletters in the past, but this 

is a first for me for this type of publication.  I ac-

cepted the position of editor late in February of this 

year and I have been working to encourage members 

to send in articles ever since then.   

The American Nyckelharpa Association 

The ANA is a non-profit organization dedicated to 

fostering the nyckelharpa and its music in North 

America.  We sponsor and produce music workshops 

across the country featuring the traditions of the  

nyckelharpa. 

ANA Membership dues 

 are $12 per year, which includes a digital subscrip-

tion to this newsletter.  Send to the address below and 

please indicate if you play the nyckelharpa and if we 

can publish your name in our roster. 

www.nyckelharpa.org 
A source of information about the nyckelharpa,  

nyckelharpa players, a history of the instrument,  

nyckelharpa events and more! 

Nyckel Notes 

Published quarterly. Send submissions to  

nyckelnotes@nyckelharpa.org  
or to 

David Elliker-Vågsberg 

Nyckel Notes Editor 

84890 S. Willamette Street,  

 Eugene, OR  97405-9500 

COMING UP -  ISSUE 46: 

 FALL/WINTER 2009 

1.  Continuation of Jan Ling’s Nyckelharpor,  

     English pages. 

2.  Matt Fichtenbaum’s “Spela Bättre” 

3.  Bart Brashers:  “ANA’s Origins” 

4.  A new column about building nyckelharpa from 

    the ground up.  Authored by the Editor with  

     assistance from Sören Åhkers & readers. 

5.  Doug Oines:  The President’s Page 

6.  Updated “Nyckel Notes Låtar List” 

7.  Sture Sahlström and the Sahlström family. 

8.  Other interesting articles to be submitted by the 

     readers............DEADLINE:  OCT. 1, 2009 

UPCOMING EVENTS: 

Junction City Scandinavian Festival: 

Junction City,  Oregon.  August 13-16th.  Daily per-

formances on two stages. 

 

Väsen in Boulder, Colorado:   

Thursday, September 17th, 2009.  Väsen with Darol 

Anger and Mike Marshall at the Boulder Theater,  

Boulder, Colorado.   

http://www.bouldertheater.com/ 

W hat you are reading here in this issue repre-

sents the sum total of articles that I have writ-

ten or edited plus some that were submitted to me 

from March 2009 until July 2009.  This will be a 

double issue this time with both Spring and Summer 

of 2009 represented here.  Having two double issues 

per year instead of four issues per year perhaps will 

save on printing and mailing costs.  I have already 

started on the next issue with some continuing arti-

cles such as the Jan Ling English chapters. I will be 

needing more articles to fill up the second issue of 

2009 and the first issue of 2010.   

 Please send in articles of interest to our 

readers and include pictures.  Be thinking of 

future issues of Nyckel Notes and what you would 

like to see printed in them.  It is up to you, the 

members of ANA.   

 

Thank you,   

David Elliker-Vågsberg, Editor. 


